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About the app 
Easy Routing  is an application that facilitates optimal route planning with 
account of car parameters and allows you to calculate fuel costs, as well as 
costs associated with driving on toll sections of roads. 

The service takes into account the following car parameters: weight, height, length, width, fuel 
consumption, axle load, and environmental standards. 

Furthermore, it also accounts for the following: category of tunnels, cost of fuel in the country, toll roads, 
fuel consumption and the rate per kilometer, as well as the aggregated traffic history on all road sections, 
which makes it possible to build a route taking into account traffic (congestion). 

 Main features: 
Mapping out with account of cargo characteristics and car parameters.  
Calculation of the cost of fuel on different route sections with account of all or selected 
parameters (rate per kilometer, fuel consumption per 100 kilometers and price per 1 liter). 
Calculation of the fare on toll roads.  
Arrival time projections with account of AETR.  
Mapping out multiple routes and comparing them. 
Exporting routes into PDF with detailed information and maps. 
Uploading routes into the Sygic navigator. 



Getting started 
To log in, you will need the user name and password that you use in the Wialon system. 
Important : at the moment Easy Routing is only available as a WEB application (available through the PC's web browser). The app is not 
adapted for mobile devices yet. Some elements can be missing on small screens, or they may fail to operate correctly.  

Open the web browser and enter the following address in the search bar: https://apps.wialon.by/kilometr /. Then enter your 
username and password.  The application interface includes the following structural elements: Upper Panel, Workspace, and Map. 

https://apps.wialon.by/kilometr/


Upper panel 
The upper panel features Feedback and User Settings. If you click Feedback, you will be forwarded to a Google form that 
allows to leave comments regarding app operation or suggestions for its improvement quickly and easily. 

User settings feature a file manager and app settings. You will learn more about settings later. 



Workspace 
The workspace consists of 3 tabs: 

Checkpoints, 
Router settings,  
and Cost settings. 

Working with checkpoints 

To map out a route, you will need to specify checkpoints. There are several 
ways to add them: 

1. By double-clicking the left mouse button on the map,
2. By entering the address,
3. By adding checkpoints from geofences,
4. By selecting them from the list of border crossings,
5. With the help of postal codes,
6. By selecting them from the list of items,
7. By manipulating the track on the map,
8. Or by entering coordinates.



1) By double-clicking the left mouse button on the map
At that point you can also adjust the address in the search box. To do this, click the “Tick” icon next to the 
address of the checkpoint. 



2) By entering the address
Click the purple round-shaped icon with a plus. Enter the address in the search box that will appear next. 



3) By adding checkpoints from the
geofences

To do this, you must change the way of adding 
checkpoints. To begin, click the flag-shaped icon.  
Next, select "Geofence” as the way of entering the 
address. Another click will open a list of available 
geofences. 

4) By adding checkpoints from the
list of border crossings

To do so, you must change the method of 
adding checkpoints (see section 3) to “Border 
crossing”. A click will open the list of border 
crossings. 



5) Using the list of postal codes

To do so, you must change the method of adding 
checkpoints (see section 3) to “Postal code”. 

6) Adding checkpoints from the list
of items

The checkpoint may have no fixed coordinates. It can 
be a moving object. 
In that case, please, select the necessary car from the 
proposed list. The list of available cars depends on the 
user's access rights. Select "Car" as the method of 
adding checkpoints.  



7) Adding checkpoints while working with the track on the map

This option will allow you to add new checkpoints even at the planning stage, right on the map, to make sure you do not 
miss anything. Left-click the white square and drag it to the place you need on the map (see the screenshot below). After 
that, a new checkpoint will be immediately added to the list. The order of listed checkpoints can be changed. To do so, left-
click the necessary checkpoint and, holding the left mouse button, move it to the place 
where you would like it to sit. For more details see the video. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aAlrgyqI_U1xxWBDxBMqNyogHM6oK-Oj/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aAlrgyqI_U1xxWBDxBMqNyogHM6oK-Oj/view


7) Adding checkpoints when
working with the track on the map

To delete checkpoints, tick the checkpoint you do 
not need anymore and click the trash bin icon. The 
trash bin appears only if at least one checkpoint is 
selected. You can also delete the whole list at once.  
The screenshots below show how to do it. 

8) Adding checkpoints when
working with coordinates
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Router settings 
These settings allow you to calculate the route taking into account the set parameter limitations 
for the truck and the roads it will take. To do so, tick the "Truck" field. 
After that parameter settings will become available. When planning the route, you can use the following criteria: 

car parameters (weight, height, length, width, axle load, axle count); 

environmental standards; 
toll/free roads; 
with or without account of traffic; 
tunnel categories; 
whether the cargo 
is hazardous or 
not;  
the type of route. 



Router settings 
At the stage of route planning, it is possible to specify the start 
date, route type, whether toll roads should be excluded, and 
whether traffic (congestion) should be considered. 

 Optimal route: calculation of the route from the starting to the 
destination point with optimization based on a combination of 
travel time and distance. 

 The “Start Date” field is used when planning a route with 
account of traffic. 

 The "Rout type" field: options include either “Fastest” or 
“Optimal". 

 Toll roads: options include “Do not exclude”, “Strict exclusion” 
and “Non-strict exclusion". Based on your choice, the route will 
be mapped out either including toll roads or bypassing them.  

 Fastest route: calculation of the route from the starting to the 
destination point with optimization of travel time. If the 
“Consider traffic” box is ticked, travel time will be determined 
with account of traffic (congestion), otherwise the latter will 
not be considered.  

 Please note that in some cases the route produced when the 
"Fastest" option is selected may not be the route with the 
shortest possible travel time. For example, the routing service 
may prefer a route that remains on the highway, even if travel 
time can be reduced by detouring or taking a by-road. 

 Consider traffic This function takes stock of the 
following criteria: 

car departure time; 
temporary restrictions on the roads, during the entire period 
of validity of this restriction; 
real-time closure of traffic on the road; 
real-time traffic flow events;  
historical traffic projections. 

 IMPORTANT Whether you enable or disable the "Consider 
traffic" option will impact only the route calculation (track 
displayed on the map).



Cost settings 
This tab allows you to specify costs associated with the route: fuel 
consumption per 100 km, the cost of 1 liter of fuel, and the rate per 1 
kilometer. These indicators will affect calculation of the route cost at the stage 
of planning. 



Route calculation 
After you add the necessary checkpoints, configure the router, and fix the cost settings, you can click the “Calculate" button. As a result, 
the “Route Information” table will be generated. It will provide details about mileage, travel time (with account of AETR and without it) 
and associated costs (fuel and rate). Information about toll roads by country is displayed in a separate table below. Track sections that 
cover toll roads are highlighted in red on the map, while sections that run along free roads are highlighted in green.  Any route checkpoint 
on the map can be dragged to a different place, and the route 
 will be adjusted automatically. 



Route comparison 
The Easy Routing app allows you to work with multiple routes simultaneously without restrictions. All planned routes can be compared. 
For example, we need to map out an optimal route from Minsk to Klaipeda that will run along both toll and free roads.  Thus, our task will 
be to compare several routes and select the most appropriate one. To create the first route, we activate the “Include toll roads” option in 
the router settings, and then click “Calculate". Then, in the generated table titled “Route information“ we click the "Add a route for 
  comparison” icon. 



Route comparison 
After we click the "Add route for comparison” icon, a new icon with figures will appear on the map. Figure "1" means that only one route 
table has been added for comparison. Next, we select the “Strict exclusion of toll roads" option in the router settings,  and then click 
“Calculate" again. The route will be calculated bypassing toll roads. This will be visible on the track, it will be drawn in green. The newly 
generated table will contain updated route information.  Next, let us add the newly calculated route for comparison by clicking the " Add 
route for comparison” icon again. The figure on the icon will change to "2".  It means that now we have 2 tables for comparison. After 
that, we can go to the tables for comparison by clicking the icon. 



Route comparison 
The comparative route tables display the following 
information: 

Starting and 
destination 
points (From: & 
To:)  
Route Type  
Car Type 
Chosen type of optimisation  
All fuel-related calculations 
Additional expenses (rate per 1 kilometer). 
Arrival time with account of AETR. 
Total: 

Considering the mileage and time in transit, the fastest 
route is highlighted in yellow. 

To view the track of any planned route represented in the 
comparison table, left-click the upper part of the table 
(Fig.1). 

Any route can be removed from comparison (Fig.2). 

To edit the necessary route or continue working with 
its checkpoints, click the “Eye” icon (Fig.3) 
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Saving the route: Sygic 
The driver must have the Sygic truck navigator installed on their phone. It is a GPS navigation app for professional drivers operating 
large-sized transport. To download this mobile app, follow the link. After the route is calculated, click the "Sygic" icon. A window for 
entering the file name will open. Enter any name you like (preferably using the Latin alphabet), or leave the one suggested by the 
app, then click  "Save". 

The Easy Routing app will generate a link for the Sygic app. The link can be copied in the file manager, which can be found in the User 
Settings. After you copy the link, share it with the driver using your preferred communication channel, which can be Viber, Telegram, or 
Skype.  The link you share with the driver will allow them to download the route directly to the Sygic mobile navigation app. After that 
they will only have to click   “Open the route". 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sygic.truck&hl=ru&gl=RU


Saving the route in PDF 
After the route has been calculated, it can be saved to your computer in PDF. To do this, click the corresponding icon, which 
is located in the upper right corner of the “Route information" table. 



Save a route as a 
geofence 

If this option is selected, the route will be saved as a 
geofence in the Wialon system. It allows to use a 
geofence route saved earlier in notifications to control 
the location of the monitored unit within a given 
geofence.  

To create a geofence in Easy Routing, click the 
corresponding icon (Fig.1) and specify 
the name of the geofence (Fig.2). After you press “ Crea te”, 
the geofence will appear in the “Geofences” tab of the 
Wialon monitoring system (Fig.3) and in the Easy 
Routing app. 
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Save as route 1 2 
IN THE WIALON SYSTEM 
Easy Routing allows you to work with routes created 
earlier. All of them are stored in Wialon. Using routs 
created earlier helps speed up the work with 
checkpoints, as there is no need to re-enter them. Use a 
readily available route and simply edit it. 

To save the route, click on the respective icon (Fig.1). 
 Figure 2 shows how to delete a route. 

Wialon also facilitates tracking   of 
 units that follow a route saved  previously 
 that has checkpoints, which the unit must visit in a given or 
arbitrary sequence in line with a schedule or without one. 
Supervision of the unit en route can be conducted in the 
following ways: 

online on a special timeline, while receiving 
notifications about events related to the route; 
based on reports generated as the unit progresses along the route. 

More information about working with routes in 
Wialon can be found at. 
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https://help.wialon.com/help/wialon-hosting/ru/user-guide/monitoring-system/routes


API Key 
An API key is a unique identifier that is used to authenticate API requests related to your project. By default, the API key of 
the Wialon Operator company is used. However, Easy Routing enables you to use its API key to implement your unique 
projects. You will need an API key to use the HERE mapping service. 

Details are available in the 

1 

HERE Documentation. 
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https://developer.here.com/tutorials/getting-here-credentials/
https://developer.here.com/tutorials/getting-here-credentials/
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